Two Functions of Publicity 1. Publicity as education: first progressive journalists of the gilded age; then FDR's New Deal. Deals with facts: believes the public can be trusted to make rational sense of facts. 2. Publicity as manipulation: corporate PR, capitalist politicians Deals with emotions, hidden instincts: does not believe the public is rational, seeks instead to control by manipulation.
His POV seems to be shaped primarily by pedagogical & epistemological questions:
He is first and foremost a teacher, and questions of how knowledge is transmitted in a culture is a central concern.
As such he ends up reading the history of publicity like a literary critic -His focus is always on how the authors of publicity approach their audience -How they communicate ideas -How knowledge is formed
SOCIAL HISTORY: TURN OF THE CENTURY > "CHAOS"
Social fragmentation -CHAOS REIGNS -is the historical theme that begins the story.
Agents of chaos:
-industrial revolution doing away with established modes of production -centralization of power > with resulting disempowerment of local communities -"privatization" of citizens > retreat to homes, happiness defined in terms of private rather than public pursuit -growing sense that corporations exist outside of the law, or otherwise write it -mass immigration > what is an American?
To which I would add, from the POV of the ruling class: -spread of socialist ideology -Bellamy -Looking Backward, 1888. Third largest bestseller after Uncle Tom's Cabin and Ben-Hur. -Inspired agrarian socialist utopian movements everywhere, and set off a kind of literary genre.
Le Bon -The Crowd, 1895
For Ewen, Le Bon's ideas are the most important to understanding the enthusiasm of mass thought control in the 20th century.
Background: filling skulls with buckshot Had a predilection for proving the superiority of his intelligence Le Bon's Thesis The entry of the popular classes into political life is the defining characteristic of his epoch. And unlike the middle class "public" that brought in the french revolution, the "crowd" is the late 19th century was not capable of critical reasoning. 
-1914: Assumptions of Liberalism Questioned
Core of liberalism during the enlightenment was freedom to pursue private interests and business away from monarchical controls. But around the turn of the century, laissez faire came to be associated with "economic royalists".
Ewen: "the compass of middle class liberalism was changing polarity"
Middle class before the Civil war -suspicious of the state Now they're turning to the state for protection
The Rise of the Progressive Publicists: Muckraking Journalists
The word publicity at this time didn't have manipulative connotations. The opposite actually.
Ewen: "publicity was understood as a crystalline light by which an unraveling society and its toxic contradictions might be eliminated and brought to order"
Muckrackers believed:
The people aren't aware of the dodgy behavior of gov and business behind closed doors (And Ewen makes a big point of how arrogant business leaders were at the time)
Give the people facts and they will fix the problems.
Their approach to the audience: -Enlightenment respect for rationality, -Intense faith in Jeffersonian democracy.
Ida Tarbell & Henry Demarest Lloyd: good examples -both targeted Standard
Oil, who operated with arrogant indifference to public opinion. Lloyd: In a corrupt world "publicity is the great moral disinfectant" Edward Bellamy: another good example Newspaperman before he wrote Looking Backward 1888. His utopia would be born in the bosom of rational process of social evaluation. And yeah, reading the book you're struck by his faith in rational, centralized planning In fact, his ideas very much influenced Ebenezer Howard, who Jane Jacobs so hated: the ultimate patriarchal authoritarian Reading it now you definitely roll your eyes at his techno utopianism Mumford certainly was And then, interestingly, during this same time period: The Rise of the "Spectator Public"
Technological and social factors were changing the meaning of "the public". 17th and 18th century public had actualized itself -politically and economically -in the public sphere. Late 19th and early 20th century public was increasingly "privatized". Ewen: "it had retreated from its formerly activist public role and and retired to a more insular type of existence" Why? Social Chaos again: fear, anxiety wrought by industrialization, immigration, futility and alienation of life in factory "the pursuit of happiness" > originally cast as something to be pursued in the public sphere, already in the late 19th century was becoming private.
How did this happen? Well, one main answer is the birth of a national media culture
Telegraph, mass newspaper circulation, middle class magazines: for the first time uniform news and opinions distributed across the country. Crowd became more alienated from what it was reading, more malleable, more atomized from one another.
Here he echoes Postman's citation of Thoreau's complaint: the princess of spain has the whooping cough, something like that. All of a sudden people were reading things that had no direct bearing on their day to day life
Progressive journalism > Sensationalism
Progressive journalism fed the new mass media, and in the process somehow got twisted in with its sensationalism. moralism, sentimentality.
In the meantime, or maybe as a result: Sensational overtures to private emotion started to appear more effective than facts.
He cites some intensely emotional anti-industrial romantic poetry in the vain of Edgar Allen Poe, Melville Workers begin to be described as beasts slaving in the dark This fed middle class fears > sold newspapers Conclusion: The Success of Progressive Publicity was Considerable, but double edged:
Ewen: "Behind the sensationalization of progressive publicity lay signs that the public had changed in consequential ways. If the public had once been active in shaping the political life and social intercourse of the nation, the new public was defined increasingly by its vulnerable condition of isolation and spectatorship. Readers of mass circulation newspapers and magazines were witnesses to society, no longer within the public square, but from the sanctuary of their parlors."
MY QUESTIONS:
Was this drift towards sensationalism somehow inherent in progressive ideology? Was the progressive's political project defined by middle class writers addressing a middle class audience, thus articulating a fear of the lower class masses?
THE EARLY PR INDUSTRY: "Educate the Public" (same era)
Theories of the new mass society collided with ideas of social control coming from people like Le Bon and created a new generation of propagandists.
-Intellectuals, like Lippman -Pragmatic professionals, like Bernays and Ivy Lee
Quick tour of the sociological ideas floating around
Gabriel Tarde -French sociologist -n 1901: "The crowd was the social group of the past; the public was the social group of the future" public defined as: "spiritual collectivity, a dispersion of individuals who are physically separated and whose cohesion is entirely mental" The public: created by national and international media systems. His vision: "the grandiose unification of the public mind"
Sampling of the rhetoric -"every morning the papers give their publics the conversations of the day… this increasing similarity of simultaneous conversations in an ever more vast geographic domain is one of the most important characteristics of our time" -"even those who do not read papers but who, talking to those who do, are forced to follow the groove of their borrowed thoughts. One pen suffices to set off a million tongues"
All over Europe, sociologists, writers, journalists, artists saying the same thing.
Summary of these ideas:
-Crowds exist in streets; the public is more spatially hypothetical -The mass media was now doing the job formerly done by communities -Crowd defines itself through social action; the public is shaped by passive consumption of published information, of facts -Or what Ewen calls "things that sounded like facts"
Captains of Consciousness
Ewen's book on the history of advertising & the birth of consumer culture Focuses on the role advertisers played in shaping public consciousness, dismantling traditional values and lifestyles There he directly equates advertising with imperialism -kind of in the "there's a policeman in our head" ideas that Curtis makes fun of.
Narrative is now set for the Corporate PR man to enter the stage
You've got the apparatus for thought control: mass media And business is under attack from muckraking press.
Real father of PR: Ivy Lee
Started as a newspaperman: understood the power of papers to shape thought. Loved business, drawn to wall street. And heavily influenced by Le Bon Ivy Lee, to a group of railroad executives: "you suddenly find you are not running a private business, but running a business of which the public itself is taking complete supervision. the crowd is in the saddle, the people are on the job, and we must take consideration of that fact, whether we like it or not."
Early PR used the technocratic rationalist language of progressives Basic theme: Trying to use ration to forge order form chaos Lee called himself a "news engineer"; and later "a doctor of publicity" But also a disseminator of facts: told businesses facts, told their side of the story. "this is not an advertising agency; we aim to supply news" Mostly his firm was hired for damaged control: strikes, industrial deaths, pollution, etc. Rockefellers in 1914 ludlow massacre in colorado. And essentially he just lied: created a series of circular called "Facts Concerning the Strike in Colorado for Industrial Freedom". cited witnesses from respectable sounding groups who turned out to be wives or brothers or cousins of mining or railroad officials.
This need for damage control was escalating
So businessmen slowly came to accept PR as standard operating procedure AT&T the real first innovator. "educate the public" became their motto Remember, this was an era of intense anti business sentiment At the time, Roosevelt was saying: the survival of capitalism was contingent on a more inclusive social vision of corporations. "unlesss there is a readjustment, there will come a riotous wicked, murderous day of atonement"
GETTING THE PUBLIC ON BOARD FOR WAR
WWI was the great historical test for the conditions for mass thought control that had been accumulating. Randolph Bourne: "War and the Intellectuals" "socialists, college professors, publicists, new republicans and practitioners of literature had assumed the iniquitous task of diverting the war mind on a hundred million more of the world's people" Ewen: the public mind was now seen as an entity to be manufactured, not reasoned with.
CPI -Committee for Public Education

My Interpretation: Which merges with a larger intellectual sea change:
-Faith in Reason with a capital R was fading. -How could the most advanced civilization the world has ever known nearly commit collective suicide? -To explain, Freud was emerging.
-Consensus: People were not driven by reason.
Business analyst.
"The war taught us the power of propaganda. Now when we have anything to sell the American people, we know how to sell it" (1914 -1929) This is the era of changing the way the American public viewed big business. From the ogre of the robber baron era to the "friendly giant" (and then back again after the crash) Now we're in more familiar territory from Century of the Self. Enter Bernays, Freud
THE ERA OF MANIPULATION OF THE UNCONSCIOUS PUBLIC MIND: THE RISE OF MASS IMAGE CULTURE AND THE
DISAPPEARANCE OF THE WORD
